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The Report: Abu Dhabi 2016
2016-05-09
subdued oil prices prompted a trimmed federal
budget for 2016 as the uae like other countries in
the region tightened its belt in response to
falling hydrocarbons revenues however a sustained
focus on economic diversification and targeted
investment in abu dhabi s key non oil sectors in
recent years means the emirate is well positioned
to weather the storm looking forward plans for
future development are mapped out in abu dhabi
economic vision 2030 a comprehensive economic
policy document that aims to reduce dependence on
oil and gas thereby creating a more sustainable
knowledge based economy for the emirate and its
inhabitants aided by hydrocarbons reserves that
are among the world s largest and substantial
financial resources abu dhabi has built up a
strong foundation to become a regional leader and
an increasingly important global player in a wide
variety of sectors including oil and gas financial
services health care aviation and renewable energy

Cultural Heritage, Transnational
Narratives and Museum Franchising
in Abu Dhabi 2020-09-22
this publication contributes to new understandings
of how heritage operates as a global phenomenon
and the transnational heritage discourses that
emerge from this process taking such a view sees
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autochthonous and franchised heritage not as
separate or opposing elements but as part of the
same process of contemporary globalised identity
making which contributes to the development of
newly emergent cosmopolitan identities the book
critically examines the processes that are
involved in the franchising of heritage and its
cultural effects it does so by examining the
connections and tensions that emerge from
combining autochthonous and franchised heritage in
the united arab emirates providing a unique window
in to the process of creating hybrid heritage in
non western contexts it develops new ideas about
how this global phenomenon works how it might be
characterised and how it influences and is itself
affected by local forms of heritage by exploring
how autochthonous and franchised heritage is
produced in abu dhabi in the united arab emirates
it becomes clear that western dominated practices
are often challenged and perhaps more importantly
that new ways of understanding producing and
living with heritage are being articulated in
these previously marginal locations the book
offers innovative insights into heritage as a
transnational process exploring how it operates
within local national and international identity
concerns and debates it will appeal to scholars
and students interested in critical heritage
studies museums tourism cultural studies and
middle eastern studies
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Sustainability in the Gulf
2017-07-31
sustainability is a topic of great interest today
particularly for the gulf cooperation council gcc
countries which have witnessed very rapid economic
and demographic growth over the past decade the
observed growth has led to unsustainable
consumption patterns of vital resources such as
water energy and food highlighting the need for an
urgent shift towards green growth and sustainable
development strategies sustainability in the gulf
covers the region s contemporary development
challenges through the lens of the un s
sustainable development goals sdgs which place
sustainability at the centre of the solution to
the current environmental economic and social
imbalances facing gcc countries the book presents
multiple analyses of gulf specific sustainability
topics examining the current status challenges and
opportunities as well as identifying key lessons
learned innovative and practical policy
recommendations are provided as well as new
conceptual angles to the evolving academic debates
on the post oil era in the gulf through chapters
covering sector related studies as well as the
socio economic dimensions of the sustainability
paradigm this volume offers valuable insights into
current research efforts made by the gcc states
proposing a way forward based on lessons learned
this is a valuable resource for students academics
and researchers in the areas of environmental
studies political economy and economics of the gcc
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states

Diversity of Law in the United
Arab Emirates 2020-12-16
this book examines the law and its practice in the
united arab emirates uae the objective is to
understand the logic of the legal system in the
uae through a rounded analysis of its laws in
context it thus presents an understanding of the
system on its own terms beyond the accepted
western model the book shows how the emirati law
differs from the conventional rule of law the
first section of the book deals with the imperial
international and cultural background of the
emirati legal system and its influences on some of
the elements of the legal system today it maps the
state s international legal obligations according
to core human rights treaties showing how
universal interpretations of rights may differ
from emirati interpretations of rights this logic
is further illustrated through an overview of the
legal system in federal local and free zones and
how the uae s diversity of legal sources from
islamic and colonial law provides legal
adaptability the second section of the book deals
mainly with the contemporary system of the rule of
law in the uae but at times makes a detour to the
british administration to show how imperial
execution of power during the british
administration created forerunners visible today
finally the debut of the uae on the international
scene contributed to an interest in human rights
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investigations having manifestations in uae law
the work will be a valuable resource for
researchers and academics working in the areas of
comparative constitutional law legal anthropology
legal pluralism and middle eastern studies

The European Dimension of
Germany’s Energy Transition
2019-02-07
this book addresses the interactions between
germany s energy transition and the eu s energy
policy framework it seeks to analyze the manifold
connections between the prospects of the
proclaimed energy union and the future of germany
s energy transition and identifies relevant
lessons for the transformation at the eu level
that can be learned from the case of germany as a
first mover of transforming energy systems towards
renewables the various repercussions political
economic and systemic from the national transition
are explored within the eu context as it responds
to the german transition taking into account both
existing frictions and potential synergies between
predominantly national sustainability policies and
the eu s push towards harmonized policies within a
common market the book s overall aim is to
identify the most critical issues in order to
avoid pitfalls and capitalize on opportunities
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Emiratization in the UAE Labor
Market 2016-09-29
this book combines classic and recent studies
investigating challenges to emiratization full
employment of emirati nationals who make up only
about 10 of the total workforce in the united arab
emirates uae the book offers a comprehensive
overview of the events leading to the country s
rapid growth and development as well as important
social and cultural issues arising as the country
transitioned from an isolated traditional economy
to an open globalized one and explores the
specific challenges of incorporating emiratis in
their own vibrant economy this topic is of
interest to scholars policymakers and those
considering investing or seeking employment in the
uae since it emerged as a western friendly
politically stable and prospering oil producing
country in a region plagued by political social
and economic turmoil

Renewable energy and jobs –
Annual review 2018 2018-05-01
renewable energy jobs grew 5 3 in 2017 with the
total surpassing 10 million worldwide irena s
annual review presents the status of employment by
technology and in selected countries
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The Institutional Topology of
International Regime Complexes
2023-10-05
the implicit topology of international
institutional complexes varies greatly across
policy areas in some areas the lion s share of
everyday policy cooperation is shaped by a single
institution with alternative and more regional
institutions operating in its shadow in other
policy fields institutional structures appear to
be different seeing a range of non hierarchical
decentralized alternative institutions the
institutional topology of international regime
complexes mapping inter institutional structures
in global governance provides a systematic
conceptualization and explanation of the evolution
of these varying institutional topologies
underlying regime complexes across five issue
areas of global governance intellectual property
protection tax avoidance financial stability
development aid and energy governance by providing
an empirically grounded network based
conceptualization and mapping of institutional
topologies as well as a theoretical explanation
for their variation across policy space and time
the book offers a comprehensive analysis of both
the empirical manifestation of inter institutional
structures across various policy fields of global
governance and the issue specific factors that
shape the varying institutional trajectories
spurring de centralization daßler combines
quantitative network analyses with qualitative
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case studies to trace institutional
decentralization processes across five highly
relevant issue areas of global governance this
volume shows how the nature of issue specific
cooperation problems translates into disparate
structures among multilateral institutions
occupying the same regime complex in light of
growing concerns about the future trajectories of
global governance in times of heightened
geopolitical tensions daßler offers a fresh
perspective to comparatively capture the
profoundly varying institutional landscapes across
different issue areas and their associated
challenges and benefits of multilateral
cooperation transformations in governance is a
major academic book series from oxford university
press it is designed to accommodate the impressive
growth of research in comparative politics
international relations public policy federalism
and environmental and urban studies concerned with
the dispersion of authority from central states to
supranational institutions subnational governments
and public private networks it brings together
work that advances our understanding of the
organization causes and consequences of multilevel
and complex governance the series is selective
containing annually a small number of books of
exceptionally high quality by leading and emerging
scholars the series is edited by liesbet hooghe
and gary marks of the university of north carolina
chapel hill and walter mattli of the university of
oxford
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Building Migrant Cities in the
Gulf 2019-07-25
human history has seen many settlements
transformed or built entirely by expatriate work
forces and foreigners arriving from various places
recent migration patterns in the gulf have led to
emerging airport societies on unprecedented scales
most guest workers both labourers and mid to high
income groups perceive their stay as a temporary
opportunity to earn suitable income or gain
experience this timely book analyses the essential
characteristics of this unique urban phenomenon
substantiated by concrete examples and empirical
research both authors have lived and worked in the
gulf including qatar bahrain and the united arab
emirates during various periods between 2006 and
2014 they explore gulf cities from macro and
interconnected perspectives rather than focusing
solely on singular aspects within the built
environment as academic architects specialised in
urbanism and the complex dynamics between people
and places the authors build new bridges for
understanding demographic and social changes
impacting urban transformations in the gulf

The Routledge Companion to Media
and Human Rights 2017-07-14
the routledge companion to media and human rights
offers a comprehensive and contemporary survey of
the key themes approaches and debates in the field
of media and human rights the companion is the
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first collection to bring together two distinct
ways of thinking about human rights and media
including scholarship that examines media as a
human right alongside that which looks at media
coverage of human rights issues this international
collection of 49 newly written pieces thus
provides a unique overview of current research in
the field while also providing historical context
to help students and scholars appreciate how such
developments depart from past practices the volume
examines the universal principals of freedom of
expression legal instruments the right to know
media as a human right and the role of media
organisations and journalistic work it is
organised thematically in five parts communication
expression and human rights media performance and
human rights political processes media performance
and human rights news and journalism digital
activism witnessing and human rights media
representation of human rights cultural social and
political individual essays cover an array of
topics including mass surveillance lgbt advocacy
press law freedom of information and children s
rights in the digital age with contributions from
both leading scholars and emerging scholars the
companion offers an interdisciplinary and
multidisciplinary approach to media and human
rights allowing for international comparisons and
varying perspectives the routledge companion to
media and human rights provides a comprehensive
introduction to the current field useful for both
students and researchers and defines the agenda
for future research
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Education in the Arab World
2017-06-29
education in the arab world is a critical
reference guide to development of education in
algeria bahrain egypt iraq jordan kuwait lebanon
libya morocco oman palestine qatar saudi arabia
sudan syria tunisia the united arab emirates and
yemen the chapters written by local experts
provide an overview of the education system in
each country as well as discussion of educational
reforms and socio economic and political issues
including a comparative introduction to the issues
facing education in the region as a whole this
book is an essential reference for researchers
scholars international agencies and policy makers

Renewable Energy and Power Supply
Challenges for Rural Regions
2019-03-22
access to power and electricity is a vital
resource for businesses and for sustaining the
livelihood of consumers however producing reliable
and renewable energy and distributing it in rural
areas can be challenging such activities require
special technical support measures for organizing
a highly efficient and cost effective production
process renewable energy and power supply
challenges for rural regions provides innovative
insights into energy production consumption and
distribution in rural regions and examines
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sustainable and renewable power sources the
content within this publication explores such
topics as renewable energy electrical network and
thermal energy storage it is designed for
electricians policymakers state officials
professionals researchers and academicians

The Economics of Renewable Energy
in the Gulf 2018-09-27
the cooperation council for the arab states of the
gulf gcc has been at the epicenter of global
energy markets because of its substantial
endowment of hydrocarbons yet countries in the
region have also stated their intent to be global
leaders in renewable energy this collection
explores the drivers for the widespread adoption
of renewable energy around the gcc the need for
renewable energy and the policy economic factors
that can create success all six countries within
the gcc have plans to include renewable energy
power generation in their energy mix for various
reasons including a growing demand for electricity
because of increasing populations an increasing
government fiscal deficit due to inefficient
subsidies the need to diversify the economy and
global pressure to meet climate change
requirements however the decision of when and by
how much to introduce renewable energy is fraught
with complications in this book a stellar cast of
regional policy and academic experts explore the
reasons behind these renewable energy plans and
the potential impediments to success whether it be
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the declining cost of producing energy from
hydrocarbons an infrastructure which needs to be
updated social acceptance lack of financing and
even harsh weather weighing up all these factors
the book considers the route forward for renewable
energy in the gulf region the economics of
renewable energy in the gulf offers an excellent
examination of the adoption of renewable energy in
the area it will be of great interest to academic
researchers and policy makers alike particularly
those working in the areas of energy economics
public policy and international relations

Rethinking Suburbs 2024-04-11
rethinking suburbs provides answers to how can we
design and plan neighborhoods in which non
motorized mobility is a viable and efficient
alternative and how the street systems and alleys
of neighborhoods can be designed and retrofitted
to make their urban fabrics more efficient and
integrated streets play significant roles in
meeting multiple sustainability objectives this
research addresses abu dhabi s and dubai s street
connectivity at the neighborhood local and city
global scales it focuses on two parameters of
street network analysis efficiency and centrality
efficiency is evaluated in terms of directness
noting that network designs that provide short and
direct access between origins and destinations are
more efficient centrality is evaluated using graph
theory metrics that enable the identification of
high and low accessibility locations within
networks the conventional suburban model of low
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density automobile centric development with
fragmented streets cannot foster high levels of
accessibility within neighborhoods this study
offers an alternative evidence based suburban
design model for future cities

Education in the United Arab
Emirates 2019-05-17
this book provides an overview of the evolution of
education in the united arab emirates from its
humble beginnings in palm frond huts to today s
proliferation of prestigious international schools
and global university branch campuses the chapter
authors are academic experts who have extensive
first hand experience of contemporary developments
in the country s various educational sectors the
book addresses innovations and transformations in
early childhood education higher education k 12
schooling language education in arabic and english
quality assurance special needs stem education and
teacher education and professional development

Routledge Research Companion to
Landscape Architecture 2018-11-09
the routledge research companion to landscape
architecture considers landscape architecture s
increasingly important cultural aesthetic and
ecological role the volume reflects topical
concerns in theoretical historical philosophical
and practice related research in landscape
architecture research that reflects our
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relationship with what has traditionally been
called nature it does so at a time when questions
about the use of global resources and
understanding the links between human and non
human worlds are more crucial than ever the twenty
five chapters of this edited collection bring
together significant positions in current
landscape architecture research under five broad
themes history sites and heritage city and nature
ethics and sustainability knowledge and practice
supplemented with a discussion of landscape
architecture education prominent as well as up and
coming contributors from landscape architecture
and adjacent fields including tom avermaete peter
carl gareth doherty ottmar ette matthew gandy
christophe girot anne whiston spirn ian h thompson
and jane wolff seek to widen fuel and frame
critical discussion in this growing area a
significant contribution to landscape architecture
research this book will be beneficial not only to
students and academics in landscape architecture
but also to scholars in related fields such as
history architecture and social studies

Fraud and Corruption 2022-10-11
this book discusses and analyses fraud and
corruption cases from many industries including
construction finance pharmaceutical transport
retail medical health communication education and
military the book is divided into two sections the
first part presents case studies that cover
several industry sectors including not only well
known frauds like bernie madoff wells fargo and
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the enron case but also recent events such as the
theranos elisabeth holmes case the second section
of the book includes materials on fraud and
corruption such as the full text of the united
nations convention against corruption the oecd
convention on combating bribery of foreign public
officials in international business and the eib s
anti fraud policy and whistleblowing policy it
also includes examples about current corporate
anti corruption policies from companies like apple
tesla and coca cola for interested readers the
book offers additionally a list of films that
realistically cover the topics fraud corruption
and whistleblowing

Human dimensions of animal
translocations 2023-03-28
with asia s cities undergoing unprecedented growth
in the 21st century lauded the urban century by
many sustainable cities in asia provides a timely
examination of the challenges facing cities across
the continent including some of the projects
approaches and solutions that are currently being
tested this book uses numerous case studies
analysing topical issues ranging from city cycling
in india to green spaces in china to the use of
community led energy generation projects in post
fukushima japan containing contributions from an
international team of scholars it also takes a
multi disciplinary approach and draws on examples
from a wide range of countries including china
india japan korea taiwan singapore and the united
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arab emirates ultimately by providing a
comprehensive discussion of the broader debates
around the shape of sustainable urbanism it
demonstrates that asia is one of the most active
regions in terms of the development of sustainable
city strategies tackling the contemporary issues
of key importance for sustainability such as
property markets migration and transport this book
will appeal to students and scholars of urban
geography sustainability environmental studies and
asian studies

Sustainable Cities in Asia
2017-08-31
this handbook provides a succinct overview of
sport in the middle east drawing in scholars from
a wide variety of geographical and disciplinary
backgrounds history politics sociology economics
and regional studies with different methodological
approaches to create the go to text on the subject
after the introduction 33 chapters from leading
subject experts cover areas including history
politics society economy and nationhood the
authors help shed light on how certain middle
eastern countries have become increasingly active
in international sports and the efforts made to
positioning themselves as the new global sports
hubs split into five sections the book offers a
multi disciplinary analysis of a diverse range of
sports across the geographic middle east including
football mixed martial arts rugby athletics and
cycling the authors highlight and respond to
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issues such as the naturalisation of athletes
female athleticism sports media and supporter
cultures the routledge handbook of sport in the
middle east stands apart from previous research
through offering first hand accounts of sport in
the area from authors who live and work in the
region or have a history of regularly visiting and
conducting research in the region it will be of
interest to academics and students alike in the
fields of middle east politics sport sport in the
middle east international relations governance and
sociology

Routledge Handbook of Sport in
the Middle East 2022-04-27
demystifies the process of sovereign wealth fund
creation and examines the policy and economic
issues surrounding them

Capital Choices 2019
with the rise of wealth inequalities our cities
are changing dramatically this collection
critically engages with and advances existing
debates on the super rich and their roles in these
transformations an interdisciplinary range of
contributions from international experts including
sociologists geographers historians discourse
analysts and urban studies specialists reveal
crucial aspects of the real estate investment
practices of the super rich their social spaces in
the city as well as the distinct influence of the
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super rich on the transformation of four key
cities london tokyo singapore and hong kong by
drawing together diverse disciplines perspectives
and experiences across different geographical
contexts this book offers a fresh comparative and
nuanced take on the super rich and the 1 city as
well as a solid empirically and theoretically
grounded basis to think about future research
questions and policy implications

Cities and the Super-Rich
2017-02-28
arbitration and international trade in the arab
countries examines international trade arbitration
in the mena region and analyses legal sources
decisions and practices through the prism of
freedom and safety requirements the work is an
essential guide to the body of arbitration law at
both the practical and theoretical levels

Arbitration and International
Trade in the Arab Countries
2017-10-30
over the years the dissemination of technology
across society has increased exponentially as
technology continues to improve worldwide
connectivity positive relations between countries
is paramount to achieving cultural and economic
progression the handbook of research on
sociopolitical factors impacting economic growth
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in islamic nations is a pivotal scholarly resource
on the current factors impacting international
relations between islamic countries featuring
extensive coverage on sociopolitical structures
economic sector analysis sociocultural properties
and political policies this publication is ideal
for academicians students and researchers
interested in discovering more about the current
trends and techniques in the economic
infrastructures of islamic nations

Handbook of Research on
Sociopolitical Factors Impacting
Economic Growth in Islamic
Nations 2017-07-12
learning from fukushima began as a project to
respond in a helpful way to the march 2011 triple
disaster earthquake tsunami and nuclear meltdown
in north eastern japan it evolved into a
collaborative and comprehensive investigation of
whether nuclear power was a realistic energy
option for east asia especially for the 10 member
countries of asean none of which currently has an
operational nuclear power plant we address all the
questions that a country must ask in considering
the possibility of nuclear power including cost of
construction staffing regulation and liability
decommissioning disposal of nuclear waste and the
impact on climate change the authors are
physicists engineers biologists a public health
physician and international relations specialists
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each author presents the results of their work

Learning from Fukushima
2017-09-29
after the discovery of oil in the 1930s the gulf
monarchies saudi arabia kuwait qatar the united
arab emirates oman and bahrain went from being
among the world s poorest and most isolated places
to some of its most ostentatiously wealthy to
maintain support the ruling sheikhs provide their
subjects with boundless cheap energy unwittingly
leading to some of the highest consumption rates
on earth today as summertime temperatures set new
records the gulf s rulers find themselves caught
in a dilemma can they curb their profligacy
without jeopardizing the survival of some of the
world s last absolute monarchies in energy
kingdoms jim krane takes readers inside these
monarchies to consider their conundrum he traces
the history of the gulf states energy use and
policies looking in particular at how energy
subsidies have distorted demand oil exports are
the lifeblood of their political economic systems
and the basis of their strategic importance but
domestic consumption has begun eating into exports
while climate change threatens to render their
desert region uninhabitable at risk are the
sheikhdoms way of life their relations with their
western protectors and their political stability
in a chaotic region backed by rich fieldwork and
deep knowledge of the region krane expertly lays
out the hard choices that gulf leaders face to
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keep their states viable

Energy Kingdoms 2019-01-08
the routledge handbook of persian gulf politics
provides a comprehensive and up to date analysis
of persian gulf politics history economics and
society the volume begins its examination of
ottoman rule in the arabian peninsula exploring
other dimensions of the region s history up until
and after independence in the 1960s and 1970s
featuring scholars from a range of disciplines the
book demonstrates how the persian gulf s current
complex politics is a product of interwoven
dynamics rooted in historical developments and
memories profound social cultural and economic
changes underway since the 1980s and the 1990s and
inter state and international relations among both
regional actors and between them and the rest of
the world the book comprises a total of 36
individual chapters divided into the following six
sections historical context society and culture
economic development domestic politics regional
security dynamics the persian gulf and the world
examining the persian gulf s increasing importance
in regional politics diplomacy economics and
security issues the volume is a valuable resource
for scholars students and policy makers interested
in political science history gulf studies and the
middle east
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Routledge Handbook of Persian
Gulf Politics 2020-05-31
the cricket world s bestselling pocket annual the
indispensable guide to the season the playfair
cricket annual 2017 includes coverage of the 2016
season including the specsavers county
championship royal london one day cup and the
natwest t20 blast it also contains a detailed
register of all current first class county players
and umpires county records and 2016 first class
averages current county players first class and
list a limited overs career records test match
scores and averages may 2016 february 2017 women s
international records plus england players
register register of probable touring teams and
series records 2017 fixtures including 2nd xi and
minor counties

Playfair Cricket Annual 2017
2017-04-06
this research handbook offers contextualized
perspectives on entrepreneurship in emerging
economies emphasizing how national context
profoundly shapes incentives for entrepreneurial
efforts chapters dissect the opportunities
emerging from various institutions and social
practices from the middle east north and sub
saharan africa asia and latin america this
handbook is an ideal guide for researchers working
on emerging economies particularly those with an
interest in global entrepreneurship
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Research Handbook on
Entrepreneurship in Emerging
Economies 2020-02-28
this open access handbook is distinguished by its
emphasis on international energy rather than
domestic energy policies or international
geopolitic aspects addressing key topics such as
energy production and distribution renewables and
corporate energy structures alongside global
energy trends regional case studies and emerging
areas such as the digitalization of energy and
energy transition this handbook provides a major
new contribution to the field of international
energy economics written by academics
practitioners and policy makers this handbook is a
valuable and timely addition to the literature on
international energy economics this book was
published open access with the support of eni

The Palgrave Handbook of
International Energy Economics
2022-05-27
this book discusses how civil society public
debate and freedom of speech affect the management
of natural resources drawing on the work of robert
dahl jürgen habermas and robert putnam the book
introduces the concept of public brainpower good
governance of natural resources requires fertile
public debate to conceive new institutions to
provide checks and balances on existing
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institutions and to ensure their continuous
dynamic evolution as the needs of society change
the book explores the strengths and weaknesses of
these ideas through case studies of 18 oil and gas
producing countries algeria angola azerbaijan
canada colombia egypt iraq kazakhstan libya the
netherlands nigeria norway qatar russia saudi
arabia the uae the uk and venezuela the concluding
chapter presents 10 tenets on how states can
maximize their public brainpower as well as a
ranking of how well 33 resource rich countries
have succeeded in doing so four of the chapters
introduction norway kazakhstan and russia are
available under a cc by 4 0 open access license at
link springer com

Public Brainpower 2017-10-26
the routledge handbook of energy law provides a
definitive global survey of the discipline of
energy law capturing the essential and relevant
issues in energy today each chapter is written by
a leading expert and provides a contemporary
overview of a significant area within the field
the book is divided into six geographical regions
based on continents with a separate section on
russia an energy powerhouse that straddles both
europe and asia each section contains highly
topical chapters from authors who address a number
of core themes in energy law and regulation energy
security and the role of markets regulating the
growth of renewable energy regulating shifts in
traditional forms of energy instruments in
regulating disputes in energy impact of energy on
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the environment key issues in the future of energy
and regulation offering an analysis of the full
spectrum of current issues in energy law the
routledge handbook of energy law is an essential
resource for advanced students researchers
academics legal practitioners and industry experts
chapter 12 of this book is freely available as a
downloadable open access pdf at taylorfrancis com
under a creative commons attribution non
commercial no derivatives cc by nc nd 4 0 license

Routledge Handbook of Energy Law
2020-04-27
at a time dominated by the disappearance of future
as claimed by the french anthropologist marc augé
utopia and religion seem to be two different ways
of giving back an inner horizon to mankind
therefore this book on the one hand considers the
importance of utopia as a tool and how it offers
an economic and social resource to improve cities
wealth future and livability on the other it
explores the impact of religious and cultural
ideals on cities that have recently emerged in
this context based on numerous observations the
book examines the intellectual legacy of utopian
theory and practices across various academic
disciplines it also presents discussions theories
and case studies addressing a range of issues and
topics related to utopia
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Advances in Utopian Studies and
Sacred Architecture 2021-02-02
this article iv consultation highlights that uae
has successfully weathered recent external shocks
because of its large financial buffers diversified
economy and strong policy response the economy is
starting to recover from the 2015 16 slowdown
caused by a decline in oil prices growth momentum
is expected to strengthen in the next few years
helped by higher oil output increased public
investment and stepped up structural reforms
gradual and growth friendly fiscal consolidation
should resume once the recovery gains momentum to
ensure intergenerational equity key priorities
have been highlighted to raise spending efficiency
continue diversifying revenues firmly anchor
fiscal policy and improve policy coordination and
management of fiscal risks the report also
discusses that realizing the government s vision
2021 requires strong effort to foster productivity
growth and increase the private sector s role in
the economy

United Arab Emirates 2019-02-01
prime minister narendra modi reiterated second
raisina dialogue new delhi on 17th january 2017
that the civilisational legacy of realism co
existence cooperation and partnership moulded
india s strategic vision the above statement
reflects india s ambitious project to attain great
power status which has been a constant element in
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india s foreign and strategic policy since its
independence the quest for great power status is a
shared belief and behaviour moreover prime
minister modi has been continuing at a fast pace
with the reforms initiated in 1991 by prime
minister narasimha rao and pursued by his
immediate predecessors we can notice in narendra
modi s approach of strategic interconnectedness or
multi vectored engagement or panchamrit a
continuity that aligns perfectly with the policies
of his immediate predecessors at the dawn of
independence the non alignment approach
facilitated liberal capitalist economic
development with socialist flavours on an upward
trajectory narasimha rao rehabilitated india into
the orbit of neoliberal political and financial
architecture modi s objective is to take india
into the league of leading countries in the
multipolar world order through his multivectored
alignment there exists a symbiotic relationship
between foreign policy strategy and domestic
economic growth modi s make in india project
atmanirbhar bharat and similar initiatives
constructed on multi vectored alignment or
strategic interconnectedness have given india
unprecedented visibility worldwide this book is a
collection of essays penned by a few established
scholars in the field and budding scholars under
the guidance of established scholars one retired
diplomat and one retired vice admiral contributed
each piece rooted in their own experiences the
attempt is to comprehensively analyse india s
strategic culture doctrine and foreign policy
behaviour
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India’s Strategic Vision And
Foreign Policy: Options And
Challenges 2023-02-15
this edited volume offers the first extended cross
disciplinary exploration of the cumulative
problems and increasing importance of various
forms of media in the middle east leading scholars
with expertise in middle eastern studies discuss
their views and perceptions of the media s
influence on regional and global change focusing
on aspects of economy digital news online
businesses gender related issues social media and
film the contributors of this volume detail media
s role in political movements throughout the
middle east the volume illustrates how the
increase in internet connections and mobile
applications have resulted in an emergence of
indispensable tools for information acquisition
dissemination and activism

Media in the Middle East
2017-11-16
this book explores how energy efficiency is a
major component in the development of sustainable
real estate efficiency is one of the most
frequently mentioned aspects of government
policies for green building design in the united
states and around the world there has been a
significant amount of effort devoted to the
creation of green practices in real estate
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including building construction building
assessment city planning investment governmental
regulation and policies and industrial development
one of the key emphases of the above activities is
energy efficiency thus it is crucial for
researchers and readers to have a comprehensive
overview of the topic as this book provides

Energy Efficiency and the Future
of Real Estate 2017-08-01
following the success of the first edition that
brought attention to the digital revolution in
islamic financial services comes this revised and
updated second edition of blockchain fintech and
islamic finance the authors reiterate the
potential of digital disruption to shrink the role
and relevance of today s banks while
simultaneously creating better faster cheaper
services that will be an essential part of
everyday life digital transformation will also
offer the ability to create new ways to better
comply to islamic values in order to rebuild trust
and confidence in the current financial system in
this new edition they explore current concepts of
decentralized finance defi distributed
intelligence stablecoins and the integration of ai
blockchain data analytics and iot devices for a
holistic solution to ensure technology adoption in
a prudent and sustainable manner the book
discusses crucial innovation structural and
institutional developments for financial
technologies including two fast growing trends
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that merge and complement each other tokenization
where all illiquid assets in the world from
private equity to real estate and luxury goods
become liquid and can be traded more efficiently
and second the rise of a new tokenized economy
where inevitably new rules and ways to enforce
them will develop to fully unleash their
capabilities these complementary and oft
correlated trends will complete the
decentralization of finance and will influence the
way future financial services will be implemented
this book provides insights into the shift in
processes as well as the challenges that need to
be overcome for practical applications for ai and
blockchain and how to approach such innovations it
also covers new technological risks that are the
consequence of utilizing frontier technologies
such as ai blockchain and iot industry leaders
islamic finance professionals along with students
and academics in the fields of islamic finance and
economics will benefit immensely from this book

Blockchain, Fintech, and Islamic
Finance 2022-09-06
outrigger systems are rigid horizontal structures
designed to improve a building s stability and
strength by connecting the building core or spine
to distant columns much in the way an outrigger
can prevent a canoe from overturning outriggers
have been used in tall narrow buildings for nearly
500 years but the basic design principle dates
back centuries in the 1980s as buildings grew
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taller and more ambitious outrigger systems
eclipsed tubular frames as the most popular
structural approach for supertall buildings
designers embraced properly proportioned core and
outrigger schemes as a method to offer far more
perimeter flexibility and openness for tall
buildings than the perimeter moment or braced
frames and bundled tubes that preceded them
however the outrigger system is not listed as a
seismic lateral load resisting system in any code
and design parameters are not available despite
the increasingly frequent use of the concept the
council on tall buildings and urban habitat s
outrigger working group has addressed the pressing
need for design guidelines for outrigger systems
with this guide a comprehensive overview of the
use of outriggers in skyscrapers this guide offers
detailed recommendations for analysis of
outriggers within the lateral load resisting
systems of tall buildings for recognizing and
addressing effects on building behavior and for
practical design solutions it also highlights
concerns specific to the outrigger structural
system such as differential column shortening and
construction sequence impacts several project
examples are explored in depth illustrating the
role of outrigger systems in tall building designs
and providing ideas for future projects the guide
details the impact of outrigger systems on tall
building designs and demonstrates ways in which
the technology is continuously advancing to
improve the efficiency and stability of tall
buildings around the world
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Outrigger Design for High-Rise
Buildings 2017-09-19
the oxford handbook of energy and society presents
an overview of this expanding area that has
evolved dramatically over the past decade away
from one largely dominated by structural political
economic treatments on the one hand and social
psychological studies of individual level
attitudes and behaviors on the other toward a far
more conceptually and methodologically rich and
exciting field that brings in for example social
practices system complexity risk theory social
studies of science and social movements theories
this volume seeks to capture the variety of scales
and methods and range of both conceptual and
empirical analyses that define the field while
drawing particular attention to indigenous peoples
poverty political power communities and cities
organized into seven sections chapters cover
social theory and energy society relations
political economic perspectives consumption
dynamics energy equity and energy poverty energy
and publics energy and governance as well as
emerging trends

The Oxford Handbook of Energy and
Society 2018-07-11
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